**Stage Noir**  
by Jessica Chinelli  
directed and costume design by Jennifer Ware

with  
Jacqueline R. O’Donnell as Natasha  
Liz Riedman as Paperboy  
Alexander Cox as Max  
Griffin Pahl as Jimmy

---

**The Anniversary**  
by Quinlan Mitchell  
directed by Jeremy Fishman  
costume design by Meagan Gorham

with  
Matthew Noyes as David  
Emma Caldwell as Eunice

---

**Woman of My Dreams**  
by Emily Fogel  
directed by Mohamed Seraji  
costume design by Nadine Brooks Taylor

with  
Sullivan Kidder as Man  
David Weygandt as Michael  
Joey Hartmann-Dow as Counsellor

---

**That Old Man and his Machine**  
book, music and lyrics by Maximillien Letaconnoux  
directed by Kelly Miller  
musical direction by Gabriel Fanelli  
costume design by Nadine Brooks Taylor

with  
Kara Heon as Lilly  
Andrea Sobolewski as Sarah  
Samantha Levine as Madame Boulanger  
Kelsey Burritt as Susan  
Philip Fleisher as Quinn  
Matthew Myers as Old Man
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